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Janet Yellen is guiding the Federal Reserve towards its first rate rise
in a decade armed with traditional economic models that some
economists worry could fail her in a world of massive money

printing and near zero rates. The 69-year-old economist argues the
time is coming for a rate-lift-off even though inflation has yet to accel-
erate, trusting decades of studies that suggest a tight labor market
eventually creates inflationary pressures. It is a risky wager consider-
ing that global inflation is at historic lows and many central banks
remain in an easing mode as their economies struggle to get any trac-
tion.

If she is right, Yellen, who has already presided over the end of the
Fed’s bond-buying stimulus program, will cement her reputation and
that of her “dashboard” that relies on long-established relationships
between jobs, wages and prices. If she is wrong, the Fed could join the
European Central Bank and the central banks of Sweden, Israel and
Canada, which have all tried, but failed, to escape the drag of zero
rates in the wake of the 2007-09 financial crisis.

There are reasons to doubt conventional economic theory.  Many
economists predicted a spiral of falling prices when the US jobless
rate soared during the crisis and then thought inflation would rise
when unemployment plunged. Neither happened, though Yellen has
maintained this year that the Fed was on course for rate increases,
which would be “data dependent,” likely gradual, and with no pre-set
path. This shows Yellen “is grounded in traditional modeling but she is
well aware that there is uncertainty,” said Randall Kroszner, who
served with Yellen as a Fed governor between 2006 and 2009. “It is
possible, though unlikely, the traditional models are just all wrong
(and) we’re in a whole new world. But she’s not going to fly by the seat
of her pants,” Kroszner said. Yellen has made clear that models only
serve as guideposts in a complicated decision-making process.

Models and Hunches
Interviews with the Fed chief’s former colleagues paint a picture

of Yellen as a pragmatic economist who is ready to adjust course
when necessary, but one who relies on data and economic theory
rather than guesswork or hunches. That could mean sometimes miss-
ing signals that are either too new or too hard to measure for tradi-
tional models and yet possibly relevant for policy.

Fed transcripts show that at a Fed policy meeting in September
1996, Yellen, then a Fed board member, said she was “quite willing” to
support an increase in rates because her analysis suggested inflation
was poised to rise. However, Alan Greenspan, the Fed’s chairman at
the time, convinced policymakers to hold fire at that meeting arguing
that he saw changes in the economy that were holding back prices
and it later turned out that inflation indeed stayed low.

“It was intuition more than anything else,” said Alice Rivlin, fellow
board member at the time, referring to Greenspan’s hunch that US
productivity was rising. A wrong call on inflation now could stunt job
growth and possibly keep rates stuck near zero or even force the Fed
to reverse course and cut rates. “If they don’t see any pickup in costs or
prices, that would cause them to be even more gradual than they
think they are going to be,” said Donald Kohn, who served on the
Fed’s board when Yellen headed the San Francisco Fed between 2004
and 2010. Fed policymakers saw higher inflation around the corner in
2013 and 2014 that did not materialize. Yellen has argued this year
that temporary factors such as low oil prices and a strong dollar will
fade while a tight labor market sparks price pressures. “It’s straightfor-
ward analysis but the issue is they have been saying this for years, so
they are not hitting something right in their story,” said Timothy Duy,
an economist at the University of Oregon. Hiking rates too early could
make it more likely the US economy tips into recession, he said.

The Fed’s preferred inflation measure stripped of food and energy
prices is now at 1.3 percent and its policymakers on average see the
gauge accelerating next year but not quite hitting their 2 percent tar-
get. Jon Faust, a former special adviser to the Fed board whose infla-
tion forecasting research has been cited by Yellen, says he doubts any
policymakers have a firm view how to get inflation back to target and
keep it there even if they agree that a tightening job market will help.
With the jobless rate at 5 percent, half its 2009 level, Yellen was confi-
dent enough to warn lawmakers on Dec 3 that inflation could rise
“significantly” above the Fed’s 2 percent target if rate-setters aren’t
ahead of the curve. However, some policymakers, including Fed
Governor Lael Brainard, argue that the relationship between unem-
ployment and inflation is not as straightforward as it used to be and
that global economic weakness could knock the United States off
course. Many analysts expect Brainard, who has emerged as the
leader of the Fed’s cautious faction, will accept a first hike without dis-
senting, but could need more convincing for subsequent rate rises.
Brainard said on Dec 1 the US dollar’s appreciation, driven in part by
global economic weakness, could argue for a “delay in the date of lift-
off and a shallower path for the federal funds rate over several years.”

On the other side of the policy debate is Charles Plosser, who led
the Philadelphia Fed from 2006 until March 2015. Plosser would have
preferred to raise rates “a year ago” but was glad that the Fed chief
facilitated the debate over liftoff. “The fact that she can articulate the
rationale, that’s really important,” he said. “Because then you can
debate.”  —Reuters 
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By Issam Ahmed

Mubashir Subhan was in the school
auditorium, surrounded by
friends, when the Taleban gunmen

came crashing in. The first bullet grazed the
back of his head, the second passed
through his shoulder, and the third struck
his left hand. More than 150 lives were lost
in the Peshawar school massacre of Dec 16,
2014, the deadliest extremist attack in
Pakistan’s history. One year on, those who
survived now study in the same rooms
where they huddled in terror as their class-
mates fell around them.

The majority of them were children,
many of whom were in the auditorium with
Subhan when nine attackers armed with
guns and explosives went on a cold-blood-
ed killing spree. Many are still gripped by a
sense of paralysis when they enter the
Army Public School in the northwestern
city. “I  feel unable to function. I  keep
remembering everything,” Subhan, a beard-
ed, soft-spoken 16-year-old says.

When he is alone, memories of the
friends who died alongside him that day
come crowding in, and he says he cannot
fathom how quickly his life was shattered. “I
think about how I used to be with my
friends,” he says. His parents also remember
how he used to be, saying their confident,
outgoing son was transformed by the
hours-long siege. “The slightest of things
he takes as though a bullet hit him,” says his
father Subhan Uddin. “When he comes
home he just locks himself in his room. He
doesn’t meet us or his brothers or sisters or
friends. He just sits and thinks.”

Unfit for Duty 
The auditorium is now a sports hall and

soldiers stand atop recently fortified walls
as children play on the green, expansive
grounds below. But the trauma has lin-

gered, says Andaleeb Aftab, a chemistry
teacher at the school who fled into a bath-
room with other staff after gunmen
opened fire on them in a hallway. Aftab’s
son, 16-year-old Huzaifa, was among those
who died in the auditorium. In their last
exchange, she said, he came to the staff
room and asked her for pocket money. “But
I told him I just saw you taking pocket
money from your father in the parking lot -
so don’t double cross me!” she remembers.

Aftab was trapped in the bathroom until
evening, listening for hours as the attackers
blew themselves up one by one. It was only
after she was rescued that she learned her

son had died. “They made our college a
graveyard,” she says. Mathematics teacher
Abu Bakar, 43, now uses a cane to walk
after he was shot three times when he
threw himself in front of four students flee-
ing the gunmen. Three of them survived.
“I’m a teacher and I have to do my duty no
matter what,” he says.

For other survivors the destructive
effects of Dec 16 continue to shape their
future. Waheed Anjum, 18, was shot three
times during the attack - once in each arm
and once in the chest. Numerous opera-
tions meant he was out of school for six
months, affecting his final grades, as well as

his chances of either entering a college
engineering program or becoming a sol-
dier like his father. “I can’t move my arms
properly. I can’t lift weights,” he said. “They
have declared me unfit.”

‘We Can’t Forget’ 
Today, the anniversary of the attack,

Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and the pow-
erful army chief Raheel Sharif will join
opposition leader Imran Khan for a ceremo-
ny at the school marking the massacre. The
attack on the Army Public School saw a
shift in public opinion on the country’s
more than decade long struggle against
extremism. Parents seeking vengeance
backed by a shocked and outraged public
drove support for a nationwide military-led
crackdown.

The army intensified an offensive
against militants in tribal areas where they
had previously operated with impunity,
and the government launched a sweeping
plan to tackle extremism, including greater
prosecution of hate crimes. The effort has
seen levels of militancy-linked violence fall
to their lowest levels since 2007, the year
the Pakistani Taleban came into being.

But critics have voiced concerns over a
failure to tackle the long-term causes of
the violence, suggesting the drop in
attacks may be a veneer covering the
extremism that still bubbles beneath soci-
ety’s surface. On Sunday, just four days
before the anniversary, a bomb blew apart
a market in the town of Parachinar in the
tribal areas, killing some two dozen peo-
ple. “It’s been a whole year but we can’t
forget a single moment of that day,” chem-
istry teacher Aftab says. “Many of the stu-
dents are still facing psychiatric problems.
Many of the students are still injured.” They
are recovering “a little”, she said, but the
suffering goes on. “We’re not out of the
16th of December.” —AFP

Pak school massacre survivors still haunted

In this photograph taken on December 12, 2015, Andaleeb Aftab, a chemistry
teacher at the army-run school where she lost her son Huzaifa, scene of the
Peshawar school massacre of December 16, 2014, the deadliest terror attack in
Pakistan’s history, sits alongside a portrait of Huzaifa during an interview with AFP
at her residence in Peshawar.  —AFP

By Gerard Bon

It’s hard to imagine a more favourable
year for the French National Front:
unemployment at an 18-year high, euro-

scepticism on the rise, security and immi-
gration fears heightened by deadly armed
attacks on the streets of Paris. So there was
little wonder that in a first round of voting
in regional elections on Dec 6, Marine Le
Pen’s far-right party outstripped its main-
stream rivals, notching up the biggest win
of its history.

But by Monday, after a second round of
voting, it was as far away from power as
ever - tactical voting by the ruling Socialists
and withdrawals of their candidates to
favour the centre-right in crucial regions
scuppering her and her niece’s chances of
securing footholds in regional power. Will
the frustration of that failure start a drift
away from the FN and doom Le Pen’s presi-
dential ambitions in 2017 ? Or could it fuel
enough anger over the party’s exclusion
from mainstream politics to propel her
through the “glass ceiling” she complains
about?

For many, the result was proof of the old
French adage that people vote with their
hearts in the first round and with their
heads in the second. It bodes ill for Le Pen’s
chances in 2017, they say. The sort of tacti-
cal voting the Socialists used - pulling out to
leave their centre-right rivals with a clear
field to defeat the FN - is baked into the
presidential election, where the rules dic-
tate a run-off between the two top scoring
candidates from the first round. “The FN is

up against a wall, especially in the presiden-
tials,” said Jean-Yves Camus, a specialist on
the far right. “It’s a great first round party,
but it hits a wall in the second. If it can’t get
out of this dead end, it can’t win power.”

Others think that the FN could discover
more momentum yet. The party scored 42
and 45 percent respectively in its two
strongest regions - the northern industrial
rust-belt, where Le Pen led the FN ticket,
and the southeastern sun belt, where Arab
immigrants and former French colonists
live uneasily cheek-by-jowl, and where her
niece Marion Marechal Le-Pen ran. In both
regions there was only one alternative in
the run-off - ex-president Nicolas Sarkozy’s
conservative Republicans.

President Francois Hollande’s Socialists
withdrew in both areas and urged support-
ers to back the centre-right, aiming to take
the moral high ground by sacrificing seats
to freeze out a party it says is racist and
extremist. But that approach has its risks.
“This feeds into one of the FN’s main cam-
paign messages - that the notions of left
and right are essentially meaningless and
that the two-round system produces a cosy,
lazy, political centre which can afford to
ignore the needs of millions of French citi-
zens,” said Charles Lichfield of Eurasia group.

With 27.7 percent in the first round -
more than either of the other two main
parties - the FN gained ground in its social
and geographic heartlands, but also in the
west, around Paris, and among the young,
where it has struggled in the past. “The
main feature of this presidential term (since
2012) has been the rise of the National

Front, which establishes deeper roots elec-
tion after election,” said FrÈdÈric Dabi,
deputy head of pollsters Ifop. “Each time
they get a little closer.”

Populists Set Agenda Without Power
In many ways, Le Pen can argue that her

party, as with several other like-minded
eurosceptic parties in Europe, has set the
pace of the political agenda - even if it has
not won power. Despite strong scores in
European Parliament and local elections,
right-wing populist parties with similar
anti-immigration, anti-Islamic and anti-
European ideologies have failed to break
through to national power, except as junior
partners with little sway on policy as in
Finland and Norway.

In Britain and Germany, the Eurosceptic
UK Independence Party and Alternative for
Germany remain fringe groups. Yet even
without reaching the top rung, populists
have forced mainstream conservatives to
take a more restrictive line on immigration
and multiculturalism, and resist further
European integration. In France, the FN’s
surge has ignited fierce debate on the cen-
tre-right about whether to take a harder
line against immigration, public displays of
Islam and the EU’s open-border policy - as
Sarkozy espouses - to win back voters lost
to Le Pen, or to draw a clear dividing line
and cleave to the centre, as his main chal-
lenger Alain Juppe advocates.

Away from the limelight on its three
main target regions, the FN also gained
ground in three-way races in rural regions
and declining industrial areas blighted by

high unemployment. The fragility of
France’s economic recovery is another fac-
tor boosting Le Pen. Unemployment
reached its highest level for 18 years in the
third quarter, well above 10 percent and
higher than the eurozone average for the
first time since 2007. Growth has not been
strong enough to generate the jobs
Hollande has promised ever since his elec-
tion in 2012, and an expected decline in
the jobless total next year may be too little,
too late to create any “feel good factor” for
him.

Arithmetic and Psychology
Yet electoral arithmetic and psychology

still work against Le Pen and the party she
has led since she took over from her father,
Jean-Marie, in 2011. Even if, as Sunday’s
score shows, she has a good chance of get-
ting through to the second round of the
presidential election, as her father did in
2002, polls suggest she would be trounced
by Sarkozy and especially Juppe, and
would lose by a narrower margin to
Hollande.

Sociologist Sylvain Crepon says the
angry outsider appeal that is Le Pen’s
strength is also her weakness, and there is
little chance she can shake off a 70 percent
unpopularity rating without losing those
who support her. “Her get-out-of-the-euro
policy is something that closes the door to
any alliance (and) she goes over the top in
her attacks on the elite and on immigra-
tion,” he said. To change that, though, he
said, “would risk losing her distinguishing
feature.”  —AFP

Power eludes France’s far right


